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In the year 1600, the feudal lord Date Masamune relocated his castle to Sendai. The
choice was based upon several factors, one being that Sendai was located in the middle
of his territories and functioned as a center of transportation. Additionally, Sendai had
access to a vast plains area and had potential for great development. Ever since the
castle was built, Sendai has flourished as one of Japan’s largest castle towns.
Sendai was established as a city in 1889. Various regional offices for national government
organizations, related to military, judicial, transportation, and communication affairs, came to
be located in the city, leading to its reputation as the “Capital of Tohoku (northeast Japan).”
The city also came to be known as an “Academic City,” because of the numerous
educational institutions found in the city, exemplified by Tohoku Imperial University.
After World War II, Sendai's urban development progressed through war reconstruction
projects and city planning projects, and numerous national government organizations
came to Sendai as the country's economy recovered. During the 1960s, Japan's
economic boom expanded the domestic market, and many companies opened branch
offices in the city. Sendai significantly increased its role as a core administrative city during 
this period.
In April 1989, Sendai became the 11th designated city (major city) in Japan, and
continues to flourish as the center of northeast Japan (the Tohoku region).

Sendai City is located around the center of the Tohoku region, at 38°16_05_N,
140°52_11_E (the location of Sendai City Hall). The city's borders are defined by the
Ou Mountains  in the west and the Pacific Ocean in the east. Its area is 786.35km2, and is 
50.58km wide (east-west), and 31.20 km long (north-south). The western Ou Mountains 
contain many 1,000m-class mountains, found in the Zao Quasi-National Park and the 
Funagata Mountain Range, a prefectural natural park. Approximately 60% of the city is 
covered by forests. Rolling hills spread to the east of the mountains, and the Hirose River, 
the Natori River, and the Nanakita River flow through these hills into the Pacific Ocean. 
Sendai is a city that developed on the river terraces created by these rivers.

Although Sendai is located at a relatively high latitude, its temperature extremes are
moderate, owing to its maritime climate. Snowfall is light in the city, because of the dry
northwestern wind that blows over the Ou Mountains in the winter. The city's average
yearly temperature is 12.4 °C, and its yearly precipitation is 1,254.1 mm. 73% of
Sendai's yearly precipitation falls in the six months from May to October.

Sendai’s area was a mere 17.45km2 when it was first incorporated on April 1st, 1889.
However, the city absorbed surrounding local governments seven times between 1928
and 1988, increasing its area to the present figure of 786.35 km2.

When Sendai was incorporated, the city had only 86,000 residents. Sendai subsequently
absorbed many surrounding local governments, and steadily increased its population
over the years, excluding temporary drops related to wars. The city experienced
particularly significant growth from the late 1960s to the early 1970s, when it firmly
established its role as the center of the Tohoku Region.
Although Sendai's growth dropped off after this period, it still continues to grow at a rate
higher than other major cities in Japan, and its population exceeded one million in May of
1999. Sendai’s estimated population as of June, 2021 is 1,097,636.

Sendai has a high ratio of tertiary industries, mainly concentrated in commerce and
services. Since many of these business establishments are branch offices, the city
is often called a branch economy city.
According to the 2016 Economic Census - Activity Survey, Sendai has 48,419 business 
establishments, of which 62 (0.1%) are primary industry, 5,851 (12.1%) are secondary 
industry, and 42,506 (87.8%) are tertiary industry.
According to the 2016 Census of Commerce, the city’s annual wholesale sales account for 
41.0% and 82.0% of total wholesale sales in the Tohoku region and in Miyagi Prefecture, 
respectively. The wholesale industry is one of the city’s key industries, playing an 
intermediary role through the purchase of products from head offices in the Tokyo 
Metropolitan area and the sale of them to redistributors in Miyagi and other prefectures in 
the Tohoku region.
* Annual wholesale sales  7.6326 Trillion Yen
  Annual retail sales          1.4913 Trillion Yen
According to the 2019 Census of Manufacturers, the value of product shipments from 
Sendai’s manufacturers is 1.0293 trillion yen, with a high ratio of petroleum and coal 
products (568.2 billion yen), publishing and printing (75.9 billion yen), and iron and steel 
(89.4 billion yen). This value also accounts for a high percentage of Miyagi Prefecture’s 
total manufacturing: 97.9% for petroleum and coal products, 80.5% for publishing and 
printing, and 46.7% for iron and steel.
* Value of manufactured goods shipments, processing fee income, other income
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■Sendai’s Location

■ Sendai is Established as a City (1889) 17.45 km2

■ First Incorporation (1928) 53.60 km 2 
 [Natori County] Nagamachi Town
 [Miyagi County] Haranomachi Town, part of Shichigo Village (Minami-koizumi)

■ Second Incorporation (1931) 70.73km2 
 [Miyagi County] Part of Nanakita Village (Aramaki, Kitane) 

■ Third Incorporation (1932) 87.86 km 2 
 [Natori County] Nishitaga Village 

■ Fourth Incorporation (1941) 188.21 km 2 
 [Natori County] Nakada Village, Rokugo Village 
 [Miyagi County] Shichigo Village, Takasago Village, Iwakiri Village

 
■ Seventh Incorporation (1988) 788.03 km 2
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■Diagram of Sendai Castle Town in 1868

■Old City Planning Road Network
    (planned in 1927)

An Overview of Sendai The Evolution of Sendai’s City Planning

As a result, the reconstruction project created wide roads in Sendai, such as 
Aoba-dori Avenue, Jozenji-dori Avenue, and Higashi-Nibancho-dori Avenue, 
along with improving Kotodai Park and Nishi Park. In this way, downtown Sendai 
became a modernized urban area while keeping the traditional aspect of a castle 
town. During this period, trees were planted and utility poles were removed along 
major roads in the city, which lead to the basic look of present-day Sendai.
○ Postwar Revisions to City Planning
Postwar changes to Japan's society and Sendai's growth made it necessary to revise 
land usage in the city. The Building Standard Law was introduced in 1950, which 
made it necessary to specify fire protection zones in 1953 (quasi-fire protection 
zones were specified in 1948 to comply with Ministry of Construction regulations). 
The city revised its land use zones in 1955, after examining its urban area 
distribution plan and land use plan.
71 city planning roads, which total 193,177m, were proposed in a 1954 revision 
plan.  This plan proposed a road network that combined grid and spoke road layouts 
( which are considered to be ideal road network forms) with ring roads. 

Development before the City Planning Law

Pre-war City Planning

Post-war City Planning

Sendai's city planning is based upon the grid layout Date Masamune, the feudal 
lord, chose when he began to build Sendai Castle in 1600.  The layout is based 
on two base lines.  The Omachi line runs east-northeast from the Otemae area, 
located on a river terrace on the left bank of the Hirose River.  The Kokubuncho-
Minamimachi line runs perpendicular to the Omachi line, and the two lines 
intersect at the Basho no Tsuji crossroads.
Until the middle of the Meiji Era, the Kokubuncho/Omachi area around the Basho no 
Tsuji crossroads prospered with many well-established merchants, government 
offices, companies, and as a station. However, the Kokubuncho station was 
abandoned in 1887, when a railway began operations between Ueno, Sendai, and 
Shiogama. New merchants began to prosper as stores opened along the 
Nakakecho/Shintenmachi and Motoderakoji streets, which connected Sendai 
Station with the city center.

In 1923, the national government named Sendai as a city that would be subject to the 
old City Planning Law.  Sendai's city planning area, 52.88km2 in size, was 
determined in 1925.  The city planning area included Sendai City as a whole, and 
sprawled across one city, and three towns and villages.  This was the first time 
that Sendai's development was based upon a city plan. Areas considered for 
development were located within 30 to 40 minutes from downtown, basically 
within a 3.5km radius circle centered at the Basho no Tsuji crossroads.  The 
limits of urban development were areas such as Dianohara and Aramaki, and 
future industrial areas were to be developed in the east and south.  Sendai 
continued to develop its city plans by planning 38 city planning roads in 1927, 
determining urban building law-related land use zones in 1929, and designating 8 
scenic zones in 1933.

○ The Postwar Reconstruction Plan
During World War II, political and commercial centers located west of Sendai Station 
received heavy damage, along with surrounding residential areas.  The Special City 
Planning Law was enacted in 1946, and became the basis for the reconstruction land 
readjustment area (291.1 ha), 25 city planning roads, and 13 city planning 
parks/greenery areas that were determined to start Sendai's postwar reconstruction.

■Conceptual diagram of the vision of the city

〈Sendai's Urban Individuality〉

◆A city that coexists with rich 
nature, the lives of citizens 
and urban functions, that is 
appreciated for its’ sense of 
style and comfortable living

◆A city that can contribute to 
the improvement of disaster 
preparedness both in Japan 
and abroad

◆A city where diversity is 
respected and everyone can  
live peacefully based on mutual 
support to respect individuals

◆A city which transforms the 
diverse values and experiences 
of each individual into the 
power of the whole society

◆A city where children can 
grow up healthy and feel the 
joy of learning

◆A city which allows all 
individuals to encounter 
opportunities for growth and 
develops human resources 
who can contribute to the 
future of Tohoku and the world

◆A city open to creativity for 
new value that will lead to 
revitalization of the regional 
economy, resolution of 
social issues, and vitality of 
the Tohoku region

◆A city that generates global 
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diverse exchanges

The City of Sendai will 
create synergies by 
combining its unique 

developed individualities.
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The Evolution of Sendai’s City Planning

Vitality

Environment

Coexistence Learning

Regional hub for 
exchange and economy 
within Tohoku

A symbiotic society 
that has been built by 
the collective efforts of 
citizens

A culture of learning that 
leads to the growth of 
each individual

An urban environment where nature 
and urban functions are in harmony

The Sendai City Basic Plan is formulated as a guideline for community development 
directing the vision of the city that Sendai aims to achieve, and directions toward its 
realization. Additionally it targets to promote community development together with 
those involved in Sendai, even in the future when facing difficulties predicting the 
future. 
  Planning period
The planning period is 10 years, from Fiscal year 2021 to 2030. In addition, since 
the plan is a long-term guideline for administrative management, the vision of the 
city that Sendai aims to achieve pertains to the mid-21st century (around 2050). 
  Vision of Community Development
Sendai has adopted “The Greenest City” SENDAI as its city planning vision based 
on the aim of taking the first step to challenge pushing the concept of “City of Trees” 
to a new stage by deepening and combining the urban individualities cultivated by 
Sendai over the years, and creating synergies. 
In order to achieve a sustainable future and pass on the city of Sendai, known as 
the “City of Trees,” to the future as a place that its residents can be proud of, “est” 
has been added to the word “green,” which relates to the phrase “City of Trees.” 
Various cherished meanings have been added to the direction of the community 
development to highlight the concept that shows our constant strive for the highest 
achievements.
  Vision of the city in the future
The four existing strengths and urban individualities of “Environment,” 
“Coexistence,” “Learning,” and “Vitality” that the city has cultivated over the years 
have been reviewed and deepened in order to develop four new goals towards “A 
community that lives with the blessings of nature,” “A symbiotic community where 
diversity drives society,” “A community full of opportunities for leaning and 
experience,” and “A community of creativity and possibilities.” 

  Challenge Project
Eight challenge projects have been set up, focusing on maximizing Sendai’s 
characteristics while combining the diverse strengths not only of the city, but also of 
residents and local communities mainly.
  ①The City of Trees and Water Project
  ②Disaster Prevention and Environmental City Project
  ③Psychological Companionship Project
  ④Community Collaboration Projects
  ⑤The Blossoming Smiles for Children Project
  ⑥Life Design Project
  ⑦TOHOKU Future Project
  ⑧City Center Revitalization Project
  Direction of community development / direction of
  community development for each ward
Four directions for community development, and directions for ward-specific 
community development based on detailed local characteristics were formulated to 
promote initiatives that correspond to the complex and diversifying needs of 
communities, and aim to realize a comfortable community environment to live in. 
  Municipal Management to Create the Future
The basic stance, policy of urban structure formation, and measures to be taken by 
the city Toward realization of the vision of community planning are presented.
  Promotion of the Plan
The plan shows initiatives to promote the Basic Plan and a policy for progress.
  Planning in consideration of the novel coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic
The following directions are reflected in the plan:
- In order to cope with possible crises in the future, digital technology will be 
incorporated into a wide range of fields to further enhance our ability to respond to 
changes in society, and protect the safety and security of daily life for residents.
- While appropriately identifying the growing interest in regional areas for risk 
diversification and the spread of diverse work styles, the City of Sendai aims to be 
the city of choice by refining its advantages as a city where lush nature and urban 
functions coexist.

Sendai City Basic Plan [Formulated in March 2021]

A city in which  
people live with 
the blessings of 

the forest

A city of 
symbiosis where 
diversity propels 
society forward

A city full of  
opportunities 

for learning and 
practice

A city where 
creativity and 
possibilities

open up


